A new approach to numerical characterisation of wear particle surfaces in three-dimensions for wear study
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Abstract

In the wear and tear process of synovial joints, wear particles generated and released from articular cartilage within the joints have different surface topology and mechanical property. Three-dimensional (3D) particle images acquired using laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) contain appropriate surface information for quantitatively characterizing the surface topology and changes to seek a further understanding of the wear process and wear features. This paper presents a new attempt on the 3D numerical characterisation of wear particle surfaces using the field and feature parameter sets which are defined in ISO/FDIS 25178-2. Based on the innovative pattern recognition capability, the feature parameters are, for the first time, employed for quantitative analysis of wear debris surface textures. Through performing parameter classification, ANOVA analysis and correlation analysis, typical changing trends of the surface transformation of the wear particles along with the severity of wear conditions and Osteoarthritis (OA) have been observed. Moreover, the feature parameters have shown a significant sensitivity with the wear particle surfaces texture evolution under OA development. A correlation analysis of the numerical analysis results of cartilage surface texture variations and that of their wear particles has been conducted in this study. Key surface descriptors have been determined. Further research is needed to verify the above outcomes using clinic samples.
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1. Introduction

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a joint degeneration disease, which commonly affects majority people over certain age groups [1, 2]. It is also one of the top leading disability diseases with advanced OA normally resulting in a total joint replacement operation [3-5]. Early diagnosis and intervention is essential which would both improve patients’ life quality and save a significant amount of public health fund [6]. Articular cartilage within a synovial joint has a layered, inhomogeneous structure which could be classified into the superficial, transitional, middle or deep zone and the calcified cartilage [7-10]. During OA process, the integrity of cartilage is suffering a continuous loss, accompanied with abrasion and fissure reaching down to the deep and calcified cartilage region. Accordingly, OA severity could be defined into grades 1 to 3 based on the loss of total cartilage thickness [1, 11, 12].

Wear debris, the by-products of the above wear process, contains valuable information in its surface topography and mechanical properties for assisting in the understanding of OA mechanisms and wear features. For example, it has been revealed, from previous qualitative studies [12-15], that particles generated in a healthy joint normally have a lamellar shape. Generation and detection of chunky or osseous fragments indicate that the wear condition deteriorates into calcified or subchondral regions. Therefore, study of the morphology of wear particles from a synovial joint could reveal the wear process and condition relating to their origination [15-17]. Since synovial fluid extraction is an easy process, wear particles study could offer an alternative and convenient approach compared with conventional OA diagnostic techniques based on cartilage evaluation using radiography, magnetic resonance imaging and arthroscopy, etc [7, 18-23].

In the past 15 years, the study of wear particles for OA study has attracted interests. The wear particles analysis technique using numerical descriptors has been recognized as an objective and non-destructive approach for OA...
assessment. However, due to the restrictions of the microscopy techniques used, conventional boundary morphologies have been mainly investigated based two-dimensional (2D) information acquired using Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM) [12-15, 24]. However, standard SEM is not a suitable facility for obtaining appropriate surface data for 3D surface analysis due to a number of factors including its 2D nature, sample preparation requirement prior to imaging, and surface dehydration and resulted artefacts in the imaging process.

The development and application of Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (LSCM) to the wear particles study has enabled a possible advancement in 3D quantitative analysis of wear particles generated in a synovial joint. LSCM has the ability to acquire high resolution images by transmitting specimen information back through the optics via a confocal aperture to reduce light from above and below focal plane. Once a series of sequential 2D slices is captured at different heights in the specimen, 3D images can be compiled providing 3D surface and volume information. LSCM has a number of advantages including having a higher resolution than a standard stylus profiler, requiring minimal sample preparation and being a fast, non-intrusive and versatile instrument for quantitative surface measurement [25-29]. Owning to its advantages, LSCM has been used to capture 3D surface information of specimens in engineering and bio-engineering field [30-32].

For surface characterisation, it has been known that all surfaces have small-scale geometrical information that is usually called surface topography [33]. The surface topography information records the creation history of the material and from which, the functionality and lifetime of the material can be predicted quantitatively. Based on the development of mathematical and engineering parameters, certain efforts have been implemented to numerically characterise the surface texture information of both cartilage and particles under OA progression [30, 34-37]. However, an effective wear particles analysis technique is yet to be developed as a non-destructive tool for OA study and potential wear prediction.

In the numerical characterisation discipline, profile (2D) characterisation tools are phased out [38] as the surface metrology on areal characterisation of surface texture is progressing rapidly. The novel feature characterisation techniques [39] have been introduced into engineering measurements, and the “field parameters” and “feature parameters” have been proposed in the international standard ISO/FDIS 25178-2 [40]. Specifically, the field parameters directly apply statistics to the continuous surface data (cloud of points). The feature parameters carry out statistics to a subset of predefined topographic features. Some pattern recognition techniques such as the “hill and valley recognition”, “edge detection” and “Wolf prune” are involved so that the surface features can be characterised using these parameters [41-43]. By means of the advanced surface characterisation techniques [42, 44], comprehensive surface topographies of wear particles can be investigated for wear analysis and OA diagnostics.

This research, in parallel with the 3D numerical characterisation of articular cartilage surfaces [49], is for the first time to apply feature parameters to evaluate the functional properties of surface topography of wear particles from sheep synovial joints. By applying both the field and feature parameter sets in the particle surface topography assessment, comprehensive surface information has been analysed. Changes in the wear particles surface topography with the wear process have been observed after performing parameter classification, ANOVA analysis and correlation analysis. Because the wear particles came from the cartilages surfaces in the wear processes, a correlation between the significant parameters of the particle surfaces and the cartilages surfaces have also been carried out. A set of key parameters, i.e., the most significant numerical descriptors which are able to reveal the surface evolutions, are determined as potential indicators for monitoring changes in the wear conditions.

2. Experimentation and Image Acquisition

To collect wear particles samples for the proposed surface studies, synovial fluids were collected from sheep knee joints which were tested on a designated apparatus to generate worn cartilage and particles samples in Osteoarthritis (OA) degrees 1 to 3. The synovial fluid samples were processed for fixation and wear particles were acquired through the filtergram method. Then the wear particles samples were fluorescent stained and imaged using laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM). A series of images stacks containing three-
dimensional (3D) surface information was compiled to form the height encoded image for the numerical analysis to be presented in section 3. Detailed information on the wear tests, sample collection and imaging process is presented below.

2.1. Wear test

To investigate wear features and conditions in synovial joints for OA understanding and assessment, various engineering configurations including wear simulators have been established to simulate real tribological environment and generate desired degrees of wear conditions [45-47]. The wear simulator which has been designed and constructed at the Mechanical Engineering workshop, James Cook University (JCU), Australia, was used to perform wear testing on sheep knee joints. The equipment simulates walking process with various loads supplied by a pneumatic air bag system [30].

Since human and sheep knee joints have been confirmed to have similar properties when undergoing wear process [48, 49], wear particles samples from sheep knee joints were used in this study. Synovial fluid samples containing wear particles were harvested from the knee joints of six sheep hind legs. Complied with the JCU animal ethical approval for this project, three 11 months old merino sheep were euthanized, and all sheep legs were tested within 12 hours after the euthanasia. One joint without being subjected to the wear testing was used as the control joint in a healthy condition. The other five joints were tested in various durations ranging from one and half hours to more than 11 hours so the desired OA grades could be achieved [30, 37]. Table 1 shows the testing conditions and corresponding OA grades of the tested knee joints.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Joint No.</th>
<th>Load (kg)</th>
<th>Testing Cycles</th>
<th>OA Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint 1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint 2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint 3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17,000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint 4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint 5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37,000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2. Wear particles samples collection

Once a wear test was completed, 10 ml saline solution was injected into the joint sack and all legs were flexed and stretched a few times for uniformly mixing with synovial fluid. Due to tissue water-absorption, normally less than 5 ml liquid was extracted using a syringe. During the extraction, particularly caution must be exercised to ensure the syringe needle not to contact the cartilage surface. The collected synovial fluid was mixed with 2% glutaraldehyde and then stored in a 4°C fridge over 24 hours for fixation. Before imaging, wear particles suspended in the synovial fluid were fluorescent stained with 0.03g/L Rodamine B solution and then separated using the filtergram method with a 3 µm pore sized membrane. The filter paper with the collected particles was transferred to a glass slide with a drop of clarifying solution designed to make the filter paper transparent for an easy observation and imaging of the wear particles. The wear particles were ready for imaging using LSCM.

2.3. LSCM imaging & processing

An Argon laser with 515/30 nm emission filter was chosen to capture the images of the stained wear debris as the Rodamine B has a maximum absorbance at 553nm [50]. The wear particles were imaged with a 100x objective lens to achieve an appropriate magnification capacity. All images encompassed 512×512 pixels and were scanned with a 0.15 µm step size in the z-direction. For each joint sample, 15 wear particles were preliminarily imaged. A further exclusion was performed to ensure that only images with appropriate boundary and surface information
suitable for numerical characterisation were selected for the next phase of the project, that is, the quantitative analysis of the boundary and surface topography of the wear particles. In average, about 10 particles from each joint were selected.

Before conducting the numerical analysis, which will be detailed in the following section, 2D image stacks captured using the LSCM were compiled to generate a pair of images using the MatLab codes developed at JCU, Australia [30]. The pair of images is high encoded image and maximum brightness image. The height encoded image, which stores 3D data, is suitable for 3D surface characterisation using the field & feature parameters.

3. Quantitative Image Characterisation Techniques

For quantitative surface measurements, there are over thirty numerical parameters suggested in the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard [40]. Both field and feature parameters have been used in this study to characterise the surface morphology of the wear particles while their boundary properties have also been quantitatively analysed.

3.1. Pre-processes

Surface topography is usually multi-banded, which means that it is comprised of many spectral ingredients with different wavelengths. Filtration to prune out the unexpected spectrum is usually the first step for numerical characterisation. The new international standard ISO 25178-3 [51] has suggested the S-L filtration with specific nesting indices, i.e. filtering cut-off, for general surface texture characterisation. The nesting indices of the filtering process are usually determined by the size of the interesting features, the radius of the employed scanning tip and sampling settings, etc.

---

Table 2 The sampling conditions and the selected nesting indices of S-L filtration in this experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sampling spacing</th>
<th>S-filter nesting index</th>
<th>Sampling length</th>
<th>F-Operator</th>
<th>L-filter nesting index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.16 μm</td>
<td>0.8 μm</td>
<td>82 μm</td>
<td>Levelling</td>
<td>8 μm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

In the parallel project on the numerical analysis of articular cartilages [52], the nesting indices of S-L filtration [40] were set to be 2.5 μm – 25 μm based on the fact that the size of the interesting features are within the range. Fig. 1(a) shows a typical measurement result of an articular cartilage surface. As for the wear particles surface topography in this research, the experimental investigations reveal that the size of most of the wear debris is on
the micro-metre scale ranging from 8 µm – 45 µm while the size of interesting surface features usually falls in 0.8 µm to 3.6 µm. A randomly selected measurement result is illustrated in Fig. 1(b). Referring to the suggested filtration nesting indices, the 0.8 µm – 8 µm S-L filtration with Gaussian filters [51, 53] has therefore been employed on the surface topography data of the wear particles to remove unwanted information. Table 2 shows the details of the selected nesting indices of the S-L filtration for the wear debris. Because the sizes of the particles are usually smaller than the measuring window (sampling length-determined), the surrounding background regions which are usually smooth needed to be clipped. Fig. 2 illustrates a series of typical processed results (filtration and clipping) of the control sample to Joint 5. The processed images are then analysed using the numerical parameters.

![Processed Images](Fig. 2. Illustration of the representative measurement results of the 6 sample groups (a) Control; (b) Joint 1; (c) Joint 2; (d) Joint 3; (e) Joint 4; and (f) Joint 5 after filtering.)

### 3.2. Numerical analysis

Areal surface topography characterisation was carried out to reveal the surface roughness morphology of wear particles under OA development. To make the results comparable with former researches, a boundary morphology numerical study was also implemented to examine the shape complexity of the wear particles.

**Boundary Characterisation**

Representative boundary parameters including area, length, aspect ratio, roundness, curl, convexity, formfactor and fractal dimensions were calculated and are listed in Table 3. From the values, it can be seen that the boundary morphology of the particles alters during the wear process. Wear particles are averagely sized around 50 µm length and a few thousands of µm² dimensions. From control joint to joint 4, both debris area and length perform an initial increase and then decrease trend, followed by suddenly rise at last severe worn joint. Meanwhile, other parameters such as convexity and fractal dimensions are slightly fluctuating, which means the form of wear particles remain steady during wear testing process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Joint 1</th>
<th>Joint 2</th>
<th>Joint 3</th>
<th>Joint 4</th>
<th>Joint 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area (µm²)</strong></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S. D.</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S. D.</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>S. D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area (µm²)</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>1609</td>
<td>1109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Surface Characterisation
It has been stated, in ISO 25178-2, that the field parameters are used to classify averages, deviations, extremes and specific features on a scale-limited continuous surface [40]. These parameters have some limitations. Innovatively defined feature parameters apply statistics to a subset of predefined topographic features which are usually extracted using the pattern recognition techniques such as the “hill and valley detection” [41], “edge detection” [54] and “Wolf pruning” [43]. Some feature parameter applications in engineering disciplines have shown their significant advantageous [41, 54, 55]. These two parameter sets with a total of thirty-two numerical parameters have been applied to analyse the wear particles using the SURFSTAND [44]. The thirty-two parameters are listed in Table 4. Due to the large amount of raw data generated in the surface analysis, only the results of selected key parameters will be presented in Section 4.

Table 4 The thirty-two areal surface texture parameters classifications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height related</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak height</td>
<td>Valley height</td>
<td>Core height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>Sv</td>
<td>Sk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spk</td>
<td>SvK</td>
<td>Vmc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smr</td>
<td>Sxp</td>
<td>Vvc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smc</td>
<td>Smr2</td>
<td>Vvv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smrl</td>
<td>VvV</td>
<td>S5v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vmp</td>
<td>S5p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Yellow highlighted are the feature parameters.

4. Data Analysis and Key Results

In most of cases, many parameters have less or no direct relations with the interesting functionalities such as broad-spectrum absorption, self-cleaning or the osteoarthritis (OA) diagnostics in this research. In addition, many parameters usually have close description capabilities due to their similar physical definitions. For example, $Sp$, $SSp$ and $Spk$ all describe the geometric properties related to the peaks within a surface; both $Sa$ and $Sq$ describe the general height deviations within a surface and they are highly correlated. It is necessary to find out the most significant parameters (called key parameters in this study) which have the most significant and stable relations to the anticipated functionalities. As introduced earlier, a parameter classification, combined with an ANOVA and correlation analysis, are innovatively carried out here.

4.1 One-way ANOVA and parameter classification
To evaluate the significance of the 32 numerical parameters in extracting distinctive features of the wear particles, an one-way ANOVA [56] was carried out. By selecting $p=0.05$ as the critical level, 23 parameters have been
revealed to be significant for the wear particles characterisation. It is worth to mention that 8 of total 9 feature parameters, highlighted in Table 5, have shown significance.

Table 5 Classification of the twenty-three significant parameters by their definitions with the highlighted key feature parameters in yellow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height related</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak height</td>
<td>Valley height</td>
<td>Core height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Sp$</td>
<td>$Sv$</td>
<td>$Sk$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Spk$</td>
<td>$Svk$</td>
<td>$Vmc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Smc$</td>
<td>$Sxp$</td>
<td>$Vvc$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Vmp$</td>
<td>$Vvv$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S5p$</td>
<td>$S5v$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further significance test, correlation to prune out those redundant parameters is usually employed [30]. Prior to the correlation process, a classification of the total parameters based on their definitions is needed. Referred to Table 5, the 23 significant parameters can be classified into three widely accepted parameter types, namely, height-related (or amplitude), spatial and hybrid parameters [57, 58]. The height-related parameters are those who only or mainly depend on the surface height deviations. The spatial parameters refer to the spacing of certain topographic features while the hybrid parameters make equal use of the information contained in the elevations and spatial positions [58]. The height related parameters can be further classified into five sub-categories (shown in Table 5) with the parameters in each group having close describing capabilities. For example, $Sp$, $Spk$, $Smc$, $Vmp$ and $S5p$ are all relevant to the height of the peak features within a surface. Similarly, the parameters in the spatial and hybrid group have also been divided into two sub-groups based on which feature the parameters can characterise.

4.2 Three typical trends

Based on the calculations and analyses conducted in the former sessions, three typical, non-monotonic trends of the surface topography parameters have been observed with increasing wear cycles. They are Types 1, 2 and 3 as shown in Fig. 3 (blue lines) which are represented by the height parameter $Sp$ and the spatial parameter $Sha$ and $Spd$, respectively. The parameters with the three different changing trends are listed in Table 6. It can be seen that majority significant parameters exhibit a similar trend to Type 1 shown in Figure 3(a).

By observing Fig. 3, an obvious singular point can be found at 10,000 cycles corresponding to Joint 1, which is probably caused by the limited measurements. If the distortions caused by Joint 1 are ignored, corrected trends are proposed where the red dashed curves could be seen in Fig. 3. And the major nonlinear trends have become smoother after the correction. It can be noticed that most of the trends are non-monotonic and a transition point occurs at Joint 4, i.e., 26,000 cycles. Type 1 trend has an early descending until Joint 4, and followed by a fast recovery, while Type 3 is a contrary version of Type 1. Type 2 is like a cubic form and the inflexions happen to be at Joints 2 and 4.

Table 6 Three typical trends of the significant surface topography parameters with the degeneration of osteoarthritis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type 1</th>
<th>$Sp$ $Spk$ $Smc$ $Vmp$ $S5p$ $Sv$ $Svk$ $Sxp$ $Vvv$ $S5v$ $Sk$ $Vmc$ $Vvc$ $Sz$ $S10z$ $Sq$ $Sa$</th>
<th>$Sdr$ $Sdv$ $Shv$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>$Sha$ $Sda$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>$Spd$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3 Correlation analysis
A correlation process was carried out to find out those parameters which are highly correlated with each other; thus they could be rationally pruned for selection of independent indicators. The correlation coefficients are listed in Table 7 in which the values between -0.7~0.7 are highlighted in yellow. It is known that a high correlation coefficient indicates that the two computed parameters are highly correlated and thus one of them should be selected. The following points have been made after performing the correlation analysis.

1. All the height related parameters and the hybrid parameter $Sdr$ are highly correlated. $Sdr$ has relatively low correlation with all the spatial and other hybrid parameters.
2. All the spatial parameters ($Sda$, $Sha$, $Spd$) and the two hybrid parameters ($Sdv$, $Shv$) are highly correlated. Among them,
   1) The spatial parameters $Sda$ and $Sha$ are particularly highly correlated; but both of them are less correlated with all the height related parameters and the hybrid parameter $Sdr$.
   2) Feature density $Spd$ is less correlated with most height related parameters except $S5p$, $Svk$, $Sxp$, $Vvv$, $S5v$, $Sk$, $S10z$ and the hybrid parameter $Sdr$, among which it can be noticed that most of them are valley height-related. This is understandable because $Spd$ describes the property related to the number of peaks on a defined surface.
   3) Hybrid parameters $Sdv$ and $Shv$ are particularly highly correlated. Unlike most spatial parameters, both of them are correlated with most height related parameters except $Svk$, $Sxp$, $Vvv$, $S5v$ and the hybrid parameter $Sdr$.
3. The central regionalised high coefficients (grey-coloured) in Table 7 indicate that the classified parameters are self-correlated. It is correspondingly demonstrated that systematic parameter classification is rational.

Table 7 Correlation coefficients of the 23 significant parameters and the low-value coefficients which are between -0.7 and 0.7 are highlighted. For page size reason, all values are presented in one decimal precision.
The correlation analysis results have assisted in selecting key parameters to be detailed in Section 4.4.

### 4.4 Relations to articular cartilage surfaces and key parameters

Since the wear particles were generated from the articular cartilage surfaces in knee joint wear processes, a correlation analysis was executed to investigate the correlation of the surface changes of the articular cartilages [52] and those of the wear particles characterised using the significant parameters. Only those significant parameters which could reveal the correlation have been selected as key parameters for wear particles analysis. It has been stated that selection of the significant parameters which have functional correlations is difficult [58, 59]. It is widely accepted that the selected key parameters should be stable and representative, i.e. capable of representing three typical trends. Therefore, one approach is to choose one key parameter from each type of trends in Table 6. Meanwhile, the p-values in the ANOVA analysis can also be an important indicator referring to significance level.

In the earlier articular cartilage surface characterisation, 24 significant parameters and 10 key parameters have been selected [52]. These 10 key parameters may only be limited in OA study through cartilage surfaces texture studies. Similarly, the described three typical trends and their representative wear debris key parameters above may only be useful as the references in particles analysis. A correlation between the 23 wear particles surfaces significant parameters and the 24 articular cartilage surfaces significant parameters was carried out in this session to determine key parameters for both cartilage and particles evaluations.

The correlation matrix is listed in Table 8 with the corresponding correlated parameters highlighted. It is noticeable that all the peak height related parameters of articular cartilage surfaces are normally highly correlated with the valley height related parameters of wear particle surfaces. And all the valley height related parameters of cartilage surfaces also have a strong reverse correlation with the particle surfaces. This evidence indicates wear particles and cartilage surfaces were ever directly contacted and had replicated surface textures. Using the following process methods, the key parameters are determined.

1. Divide all articular cartilage and wear particles significant parameters into three basic classes and subclasses as in Table 4 based on their definitions. The classification can assist to extract correct independent parameters.
2. The parameters which only exist in both articular cartilage and wear particle surfaces. Remove them from the significant parameters list. As presented in Table 8, the shadowed parameters are removed.

3. Select one key parameter from each classified parameter group based on their corresponding correlation coefficients (grey coloured units) for the rest significant indicators. For example, SSp is selected as one key parameter because the correlation coefficient 0.4 is highest among all the coefficients in the peak height related parameters. Finally, SSp, Sv, Vvc, S10z, Sq, Sdr and Sda are determined as the 7 key indicators. And 3 of them are feature parameters which are SSp, S10z and Sda.

Table 8 Correlation of the surface topography significant parameters between the wear particles and articular cartilage samples. For each parameter, the corresponding highest correlative parameters are highlighted; for the reason of page size, all the values are presented in one decimal precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WP(23)</th>
<th>AC(24)</th>
<th>Height related</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSp</td>
<td>Spk</td>
<td>Vmc Vmp S5p</td>
<td>Sd r</td>
<td>Sda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.4 -0.3 -0.4 -0.5</td>
<td>-0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spk</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.3 -0.2 -0.3 -0.3</td>
<td>-0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snc</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2 -0.2 -0.3 -0.3</td>
<td>-0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vmp</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.3 -0.2 -0.3 -0.3</td>
<td>-0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSp</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.4 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4</td>
<td>0.4 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sv</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.5</td>
<td>0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sk</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3</td>
<td>0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sxv</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3</td>
<td>0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vv</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3</td>
<td>0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5v</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.5</td>
<td>0.4 -0.3 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sz</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4</td>
<td>0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10z</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.4 -0.4 -0.5</td>
<td>0.4 -0.5 -0.4 -0.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3</td>
<td>0.2 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 -0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3</td>
<td>0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among the 7 selected key parameters, the former 6 have Type 1 trend and Sda has Type 2 trend. No representative is selected for Type 3 trend as Spd is insignificant in articular cartilage parameters group. The determined results are partially coincident with the parallel cartilage surface analysis results in which 10 key parameters, SSp, Sv, Vvc, Sz, Sa, Ssk, Str, Sha, Sdq, Spc have been selected. In addition, the 7 selected key parameters have also covered the three typical cartilage parameters changing trends in which four typical trends are summarised. Therefore, 7 key parameters are proposed to be potentially useful in future OA study which are shown in Table 9.

Table 9 Seven key field and feature parameters selected in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Joint 1</th>
<th>Joint 2</th>
<th>Joint 3</th>
<th>Joint 4</th>
<th>Joint 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vm</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ht</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spd</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vvc</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sz</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10z</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sda</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sha</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Discussion

In parallel to the articular cartilage surface study project [52], the field and feature parameter sets defined in ISO/FDIS 25178-2 have been applied to study the surface topography of wear particles samples generated in sheep knee joints under the different Osteoarthritis (OA) grades. Based on the significance and correlation analyses as well as the definitions of the numerical parameters, 7 key surface topography parameters have been finally determined for characterising the distinct wear features of the wear particles. The key parameters are $S_v$, $Vvc$, $Sg$, $Sdr$, $Sp$, $S10z$, and $Sda$, of which the first four are field parameters and the remaining three are feature parameters from the height related and spatial groups as shown in Table 4.

Together with surface topography analysis, boundary morphology has also been studied to evaluate existing results. Compared with previous synovial joint particles boundary morphology studies, the average values of the parameters have a similar changing configuration at certain wear experiment phase [49]. For example, the area and length of the particles increase initially at the early stage of the wear test and then reduce at Joint 3 or 4, which complies with the whole wear process of former study. The reason is probably because the duration or intensity of wear test is longer or stronger than previous research. Meanwhile, the wear particles dimensions are apparently smaller than study of [49] but comparable with test of [30]. Therefore, more tests are needed to validate the synovial joint wear particle boundary morphology alteration for OA assessment in future research.

Unique to existing studies on wear particles using the conventional field parameters, this project has, for the first time, applied the feature parameters on the surface characterisations of synovial joint wear particles. This group of parameters uses novel pattern recognition techniques which ensure that targeted surface features could be examined verisimilarly [41-43]. In addition, from material and tribological aspects, the feature parameters are normally considered being highly functional relevance and stable to target surface [41, 55]. The above merits of the feature parameters have been confirmed in this study by the ANOVA results demonstrating that 8 of the total 9 feature parameters have significance with the wear debris surface modification under the wear progression. This positive outcome of the feature parameters has shown their significance in surface characterisation. Thus, it is believed that, based on the innovative pattern recognition techniques, the feature parameters implemented in this study have described functional properties of the wear particle surface topography.

Three basic changing trends of the significant parameters from Type 1 to Type 3 in OA degeneration are observed. They are respectively represented by $Sp$, $Sha$ and $Spd$ as shown in Fig 3. It worth to mention that majority of the confident parameters which are 20 of 23 have shown a Type 1 trend in Fig. 3(a). For example, the Type 1 trend representative parameter, $Sp$ describing the largest height value within definition area, has shown a downward trend until Joint 4, and turned to a upward trend with Joint 5. Parameters having common Type 1 trend includes all height related parameters describing both peak and vale textures within defined surface area and hybrid parameters which also contain height relevant information. This Type 1 trend illustrates a smoothing wear history as wear test initiates and roughing transition at late OA stage. This observed trend is consistent with certain previous research findings of sheep joints wear debris characterised by the surface texture fractal dimension [34]. Work in [34] has reported that the fractal dimension of the particles surface texture reduces initially in the early stage of the wear test and then increases with the further extending of the testing duration.
The wear particle surface texture alteration trend found in this study is inconsistent with certain other former particle surfaces topography studies [30, 37]. In those previous researches, the morphologies of particle surfaces were observed to gradually become rougher from the Control joint to Joint 4, with a drop in the surface roughness at Joint 5. However, this research indicates that the wear debris surface roughness shown on Type 1 changing trend has a steady decrease until Joint 4 and then a reverse happens. Only the density of peak of Spd has an upward parabolic trend. The inconsistence may mainly be caused by the different numerical operations, such as the clipping process, levelling and filtration used in the data analyses. As Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (LSCM) images would capture target’s entire surface information containing form, roughness, waviness, etc. Levelling and filtration would remove unnecessary dimension information such as unsteadily distributed large scale components [51, 53]. However, due to different images process technique, these steps were not carried out in the early researches.

The correlation of the changes in the wear particle surfaces topography and that of the articular cartilage samples has been conducted. The correlation matrix shown in Table 8 indicates the two surfaces have a tight inherent relationship, reflecting the origination and nature of the wear debris. According to the observed trends of both the samples, the particles and cartilage surface textures primarily evolve in a similar parabolic way, however, with entirely inverted directions. The study of the cartilage surfaces has revealed that the cartilage surface becomes rougher at the beginning of the wear process, and then is smoothened as the test cycle increases. For example, SSp of the cartilage surfaces, representing the average value of five peaks height information within a defined area, gains an increase until the worn joint 3. Synchronously, the wear debris surface texture undergoes a smoothening process at the early stage of the wear testing. And its surface asperity grows coarser and more irregular as the wear test moves to the late stage. This change is revealed by the trend of Svk of the wear particles, the most correlated parameter with SSp for the cartilage surfaces with a correlation coefficient of 0.6. The trend of Svk in Figure 3(a) shows that the average valley value in an equivalent area reduces from the particles generated from the control joint to the particles of Joint 4 subjected to the 26,000 testing cycles.

The above inverted relevance relationship may indicate that the wear particles are potentially replica products of the cartilage surfaces. To interpret and understand the trends, the structure of the articular cartilage has to be examined along with the wear process. The cartilage has the zoned structure mainly consisting of collagen and proteoglycan aggregates [8-10, 60]. In the superficial zone, collagen bundles dominantly align in the direction of the cartilage surface and interlace to form a very stable and elastic structure to support the surface while the downward zones are calcified and very stiff [31, 61]. At an early wear test stage, the crown part is torn away and lamellar like particles are released into the synovial fluid. This type of particles is not very rigid and may be subject to secondary wear in a three-bode wear mode. Their surface morphology thus may be modified, likely becoming smoother. As the wear test continuing, wear and tear progresses to a deep zone where calcified cellular materials or subchondral bone fragments are generated. For the above reason, at the heavily worn joints (corresponding to joints with OA grades 2 or 3), more prominent bony and chunky particles could be located [12-15, 34]. These particles generated at an advanced wear phase are rougher and also stiffer than those generated at the early stage. Since the cartilage wear process is very complicated and its wear mechanism is not fully understood at present, the results generated in this research may open a door for future research on a further understanding of wear processes and wear mechanism of synovial joints.

Although this project has demonstrated a new approach for the surface characterisation of wear particles in 3D, further work needs to be carried out to refine the techniques presented in this paper and to verify the trends. Firstly, the current clipping procedure cannot fully separate a wear particle from its background because of the irregularity of the wear particles boundary features. Some background noise usually remains and affects the surface characterisation as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). The negative factor cannot be solved at present and the induced error should be considered cautiously. To achieve an automated OA diagnostic, a stable recognition technique of wear debris regions is required. Topographic pattern recognition technique is thought to be a potential solution, however, the testing results have shown difficulties for this purpose [41, 62]. Therefore, a further development of
intelligent techniques is required. Secondly, considering the experimental data is limited, a robust validation with a large amount of experimental data needs to be carried out in the future.

6. Conclusion

In this research, the field and feature parameters defined in ISO/FDIS 25178-2, have been implemented to investigate the surface texture alteration of the synovial fluid wear particles under the three OA grades. 23 of the total 32 parameters, including the majority of the newly defined feature parameters have shown significance. Through a series of correlation analyses and selection process, 7 key parameters have been ultimately determined for characterising the distinct wear features of the particle surfaces. Compared with simultaneous articular cartilage studies, closed correlation and inverted trend coexist between the cartilage and particles surfaces textures changing under OA development. The complex, unexpected trends need to be further understood. These feature parameters are the first time to be used for evaluating the surface topography of the wear particles collected from sheep knee joints. The outcome has shown that the feature parameters have potential to be used for studying the functional properties of the particle surfaces for future OA assessment and diagnosis. To validate and understand the functional correlation of the surface topography indicators and OA conditions, further researches and experiments are needed in the future.
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